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ABSTRACT 
Given the importance of the problem of poverty, especially in rural parts of the country, in 
this study, calculating the poverty line according to criteria of existent risks has been 
considered. Samples for the research are 250 families living in rural parts of Shooshtar city in 
93-1392. In this study, two indicators of absolute poverty and added absolute poverty have 
been calculated. The results indicate unequal and asymmetrical distribution among 
households under study in terms of the distribution poverty and consequences of resulting 
there from. The results also show that the amount of risks in all studying samples was about 
12000Tumans for every person in the households. Comparing the groups who are always 
poor with other groups who are sometimes poor, added absolute poverty has a bigger 
number than absolute poverty line . 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 High level of poverty and unequal are the essential features of many developing countries. Incompetence in 

various parts such as economy, slump, unemployment, population changes, and other social elements faces the 

poor households with serious poverty and make them not to receive the governmental facilities (Khodadad 

Kashi and Solymannejad, 2012). Poverty also makes serious political and moral problems for the society. 

Comparing the content and intensity of poverty can affect the life of poor people significantly. In the other 

word, financial politics of governments is able to change the poor people’s life (Mahmoodi, 2000). In Iran’s 

economic plans and budget bills, removing the poverty has been the focus of attention for many years and a lot 

of budget has been devoted to it. Removing the poverty includes developing the social services in education, 

sanitary, insurances, improving the quality of life, removing poverty and square distribution of money in the 

country especially in rural parts (Khodadad Kashi and Solymannejad, 2012).  

 Since the lack of knowledge and the periodical information of governmental organizations about the quality 

and quantity of peoples’ lives in all levels, the government cannot remove poverty through the country 

especially in rural parts. From the other side, confirming or canceling of some governmental supports may 

exasperate the conditions especially in agricultural parts (Azkia, 2012). Concerning the activity and plans of 

different organization for the purpose of removing poverty and developing the quality of life by justice shares 

needs great studies.  

 In this situation, the poverty in rural parts is a significant challenge for sociologists. According to FOA 

news stand, more than one milliard of people who live in poverty is from rural parts while the rural economy is 

based on agricultural ad ranch activities which obey the biological and zoo ecology rules. By changing the 

biological and zoo ecology, the outcome of rural people may change. Therefore, the importance of studying 

poverty in rural parts increases. The results of Iranian research indicated that absolute poverty is rural parts is 

more than urban parts. The reason is that natural and non-natural elements affect the rural parts more than urban 

parts (Khaledi and zavvar, 2005).  
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 Studying the poverty level based on geographical features is important because Iran is a wide country with 

many various geographical parts. Therefore it is essential to know the level of poverty and its reasons in 

different reigns. In this paper, poverty is going to be concerned with extracted indicators at Shooshtar city.  

 

Methodology: 

 The present study is a kind of applicable one. This study is also a periodical one because it was performed 

in 1392-1393. Data collection was based on librarian and truckler method. To calculate the expense of poverty, 

two probabilistic indicators, poverty and its consequences should be calculated by below formula: 

 
 In this relation, REi is the risking range in i households, Pi is the probability of poverty in i households and 

finally Ci is the consequence of poverty in i households. Identified expense of  risking affects the poverty 

completely. In order to calculate the probability of   poverty, the number of times a household faced poverty is 

used. The consequence of poverty is different in every household. Decreasing the outcome level, imposed 

expenses or losing an opportunity is the consequences (Bellu and Liberati, 2005.Chen & Ravallion, 2007). But 

the final consequence is losing the outcome. Therefore, decreasing the outcome lowers than the poverty line is 

the consequence of poverty for every household (Chen & Pop, 2003).  In some parts of this study, in order to 

identify the range of risking against poverty and to acquire the scale for people who are not poor but they are in 

the risk of poverty, we should combine the risking scale with the poverty measuring indicators. In this step, 

according to the study of Shirvanian and Torkamani (2000), FGT  is utilized as poverty indicator: 

 
 In above relation, n is the number of households, q is the number of poor family, z is the poverty line and i 

is the outcome of poor family. In order to inter the risking scale to other scales, the line poverty has been 

trammeled. According to Shirvanian and Torkamani, if risking is added to poverty line along with the food and 

non-food expense, the gotten line poverty is the absolute one (AAPL) which are presented in the below formula 

(Thomson and smeeding,2013): 

 
 In above relation, REi is the range of risking in i households and Z+REi shows the absolute lie poverty for 

every households(Foster,1998). Other variables and parameters were explained before. In this paper, all rural 

parts of Shooshtar were studied. Since the number of households in every reign was big, sampling method was 

used to collect data. It means according to Kokaran method, 250 households attended in this study.  

 

Results: 

 In this research, three concepts were utilized to divide the household through poverty point of view. It is 

reasonable that for any family who is not poor, poverty risking is zero. While it is 100%  for any family who is 

always poor. For the average families this number is between 0 to 1.  

They have been indicated in table 1. 

 
Table 1: Range of probable poverty and risking scale for the rural households in shooshtar.. 

Poor group Probability of 

getting poor 
(percent) 

Number of 

household 

Percent of 

frequency 

Percent of concentrated 

 frequency 

Rank of risking 

Always poor 100 110 44 44 MAXIMOM 

Sometimes poor 75 18 7/2 51/2 AVERAGE 

50 25 10 62/2 

25 9 3/6 64/8 

Always OK 0 88 35/2 100 MINIMOM 

TOTAL  250 100  ------------  -------------

               
 As specified in the table, about 35% of the population have never felt poverty in their lives and 65 percent 

have experienced poverty at different times in the lives. Poverty was a constant topic for 110 people of this 

society that is is around 44% of society and always lived in poverty. But poverty is a threat for about 21% of the 

study population which in some cases there is and sometimes not. This means that this households are poor in 

some months of the year but in some cases, were not poor. Although this households always are  not poor but 

because they are poor in some situations of year, they are vulnerable against the poverty. These households are 
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that non-poor households but they are vulnerable against poverty. These households are less enjoyed from level 

risk- taking than always poor households. The lowest level of risk- taking is associated with 35% of the sample 

that does not feel the risk- taking of poverty in the lives. As can be seen in this table, the probability of make the 

households poor in the sample is between zero to 100. probability of 100 is most and probability of zero is after 

that. In other wordsit can be said that the part of dominant frequency of the studied households is in the end of 

this division. So that, these two parts of 198 households are with a frequency of approximately 79% and the 

middle part is only included 52 households that is 21% of the sample. These numbers and figures show unequal 

and uneven distribution between the rural city of Shooshtar in terms of the distribution of poverty. This 

asymmetric distribution could indicate improper distribution of income sources, resources of wealth such as land 

and lack of attention to this rural income gap in the city. In Evaluation of the impact of poverty and the average 

existent of risk- taking per adult in the different levels of probability of make the households poor has been the 

studied in the table 2.  

 
Table 2: Amount of impact of poverty and risk- taking in the different levels of probability of make the households poor per adult person  

(thousand Rials). 

Poor range probability be poor (percent) The average of consequence of 

poverty 

The average of amount of risk- 

taking 

Always poor 100 350/44 350/44 

Sometimes poor 75 120/12 90/09 

50 81/34 40/67 

25 50/45 12/61 

Always non-poor 0 0 0 

The total sample  150/25 123/3 

Source: research findings 

 

 As specified in this table, households located in final amounts of probability make poor are very different in 

terms of amount of impact of imposed poverty on them. The information of this table shows that always poor 

households not only are with a high probability of living in poverty, but these households, on average, tolerate 

the larger amounts of losses caused by poverty. For example, always poor households which likely 100 percent 

are at risk- taking of poverty, consequence of poverty is about 35 thousand dollars per person of every 

household. In this table we see that this amount of consequence of poverty also reduced with decreasing 

probability poverty. We observe that when this probability of 25% is reduced (That is, 75%), amount of 

consequence is reduced about 65% and reaches to 12 tomans. Reduction of 25% (That is 50%), reduces amount 

of consequence about 8100 Tomans. When the probability is 25%, amount of consequence is reduced to about 5 

thousand Tomans that is almost 14% of consequence which always poor families tolerate. It shows that, in 

addition to being there are households which does not bear the consequence poverty, also there are households 

which amount of consequence poverty for them 86 percent of always poor households is lower.  

 The last column of this table is amount of risk- taking of multiplying the probability of making poor and 

consequence of poverty have been achieved. This table also shows that always poor households are located in 

the most unfavorable situation in terms of risk- taking. In other words, this households are paid most costs 

among the different studied groups. Due to amount of probability 100% of the poverty among households, 

amount of risk- taking and consequence of poverty would be 35 thousand Tomans. This costs for mostly poor 

households is about 9 thousand Tomanswhich is much less than always poor households. This applies for the 

households with a probability of 50% is 4 thousand Tomans and households that probability of poverty is 25%, 

it will be 1200 Tomans. This numbers show the difference in costs that different groups are confronted with 

poverty. In other words, the difference in these numbers indicate to solve the problem of poverty in the study 

population, not only it is important to raise the level of household income to level poverty threshold, it is also 

required to considered simultaneously the covering the risk- taking of households according to amount of their 

risk- taking.  Risk-taking in the whole sample is about 12 thousand Tomans per adult person in the household. 

 However, as mentioned in the Research Methodology, in order to determine the more effective and 

appropriate poverty line due to the probability of different groups, in addition to using absolute poverty index, it 

is necessary with integrate measures of risk and probability with this index, the index of increased poverty also 

be measured. This risk of of poverty besides the covering poverty, also completely cover the risk of poverty. 

 
Table 3: Amount of absolute poverty and increased absolute poverty in the rural city of Shooshtar (thousand Rials) 

Poor range probability of making poor 

(percent) 

The average of  absolute 

poverty 

The average absolute poverty 

line added 

Always poor 100 3044/5 3394/94 

Sometimes poor 75 3044/5 3134/59 

50 3044/5 3085/17 

25 3044/5 3057/11 

always non-poor 0 3044/5 3044/5 

The total sample  3044/5 3167/8 

Source: research findings 
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 As can be seen in the above table, the amount of absolute poverty line is the same for the all households in 

the all groups, but the added absolute poverty line in the all groups is different. So that, whatever the probability 

of household poverty increases, the amount of added absolute poverty line of them also is more. Such that 

always poor households have the highest amount of added absolute poverty. 

 

Discussion: 

 As it was mentioned before the purpose of this study is to calculate the poverty line in two positions, 

absolute poverty line and added absolute poverty line. In added absolute poverty line, risking scale of people 

against poverty has been concerned.  As the results indicate, more frequency (44%) is related to the people who 

are always poor. After this group we have 35% of people who are always OK. On the other word, the most 

important part of frequency distribution is related to the last two parts. These two parts contains 197 households 

and with the frequency of 79%. The middle part contains 52 households and with the frequency of 21%. All of 

these numbers show the unequal and asymmetrical distribution among Shooshtar rural households in terms of 

the distribution poverty. This unequal and asymmetrical distribution is because of non-suitable distribution of 

outcome and treasure resources along with ignoring the cleavage of outcomes in rural parts of the Shooshtar. 

The present study suggested any politics or plans about the equal distribution of outcome such as earth. The 

results of this study presented that not only poor family suffer from the poverty but also they tolerate its 

consequences. These results come from the unequal distribution of outcome among households. Finally it is 

suggested that in order to remove poverty from society, not only the outcome of poor people should approach to 

poverty line but also the risking of household should be considered too. Thus, the outcome devoted to always-

poor family should be more than families who are sometimes poor or families who are poor in just one season of 

the year. OK families should not receive any money. At the end, regarding to the difference between the two 

poverty lines, it is offered to diplomacies to decrease the poverty and risking scales at the same time.         
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